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Grief In My Soul
(Beckett/Buckley)

TIM BUCKLEY
From Tim Buckley, 1966

D
I ve got ten thousand troubles, a million woes
Got grief in my soul nobody knows

      E
I ve got heartache
      B7                                A
I got stingin  water fallin  out of the sky
      F#
I ve got heartbreak
        A
I got a long lost lover, got a reason to die

I ve got ten thousand troubles, a million woes
Got grief in my soul nobody knows

I ve got sorrow
I m in a storm that ll spare no travelin  man
I fear tomorrow
Got a love that died long before it began

I got ten thousand troubles, a million woes
Got grief in my soul nobody knows

(instrumental verse)

I ve got ten thousand troubles, a million woes
Got grief in my soul nobody knows

I ve got a cold chain
I got rain fallin  on my head from up above
I ve got a bad pain
I got a gal don t know the meaning of love

I got ten thousand troubles, a million woes



Got grief in my soul nobody knows

I ve got heartache
I got stingin  water fallin  out of the sky
I ve got heartbreak
I got a long lost lover, got a reason to die

I ve got ten thousand troubles, a million woes
Got grief in my soul nobody knows

(D to end)
**********

That s just what the rhythm guitar is playing.
There are more little riffs and things going on.
It also sounds good if you play all 7th chords.
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